
Throw 
Distance 

Completions Attempts Yards TD/INT Rating 

0-10 yards 14 18 209 1/0 193.6 

11-20 yards 0 3 0 0/0 0 

21-30 yards 0 0 0 0/0 0 

> 30 yards 2 5 71 1/0 225.3 

 
CJ Brown vs. Syracuse:  
 
Throw distance from line of scrimmage, result of play, receiver, notes. 
 
Completion, 3-yard throw, 20-yard gain, Diggs. Good throw delivered to Diggs in stride 
Completion, 5-yard throw, 10-yard gain, Leak. Bad throw behind Leak, but he catches it 
and turns upfield 
Completion, 31-yard throw, 25-yard touchdown, Leak. Beautiful pass to a well-covered 
Leak 
Completion, screen pass, 90-yard touchdown, Ross. Well-executed all-around play, 
simple but good pass 
Incompletion, 40-yard throw, intended for Diggs. Overshoots him on what would have 
been a TD 
Incompletion, 7-yard throw, intended for Long. Bad throw bounced to Long. 
Completion, screen pass, 13-yard gain, Long. Good execution on inside screen 
Completion, 43-yard throw, 46-yard gain, Leak. Threw a jump ball that could have been 
picked, but he gave Leak a chance at it. Risky, but it worked  
Incompletion, 11-yard throw, Leak. “Fade” to Long in corner of end zone was a low liner, 
had no chance 
Incompletion, 15-yard throw, Diggs. Fade to Diggs in similar spot, was covered and 
broken up. Decent throw 
Incompletion, 5-yard throw, Diggs. Led him way too far cutting toward sideline, missing 
first down 
Completion, screen pass, Brown, 7-yard gain  
 
 
Completion, 3-yard throw, 3-yard gain, Isaacs. Simple throw into the flat 
Completion, 5-yard throw, 12-yard gain, Leak. Good throw on third down 



Incompletion, 41-yard throw, intended for Leak. Overthrow into double coverage 
Incompletion, 31-yard throw, intended for Long. Overthrow on what would have been an 
easy TD 
Incompletion, 7-yard pass batted down at the line. Immediate pressure, no chance to get 
ball out 
Completion, screen pass, 12-yard gain. Nice ball from Brown 
Completion, swing pass, 6-yard gain, Diggs. Easy pickup  
Completion, screen pass, 7-yard gain, Ross. Good pickup, easy 
Incompletion, 3-yard throw, dropped by Syracuse NT Eric Crume, who had dropped into 
zone coverage 
Completion, Screen pass, 2-yard gain, Diggs 
Completion, 4-yard throw, 11-yard gain, Gallo. Nice throw hits tight end in stride toward 
the sideline 
Completion, screen pass, 7-yard gain, Diggs. Basically amounts to checkdown amid lots 
of pressure 
Completion, 4-yard throw, 9-yard gain, Diggs. Good ball over the middle 
Incompletion, 15-yard throw-away, pressured immediately and with no chance to make 
anything happen 
 


